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Welcome to the What Works Reading Guide
Dear Educator,
In this guide, you will find five evidence-based recommendations for reading
instruction from the government’s What Works Clearinghouse, along with
information on how to put them into practice.
What follows on these pages will help you stay up to date on emerging
best practices for reading instruction. In addition to the Clearinghouse
recommendations, you will find “recipes for success” for reading group
management and monitoring, RtI, and online practice. Important Web sites
listed throughout will guide you to additional resources.
We are proud to have developed this guide in support of Total Reader’s
commitment to data-driven instruction. Although this guide is primarily
intended for educators, parents will also find guidance for assisting their
children’s reading growth.
Our goal is to help you provide reading instruction that fosters growth,
confidence, and independence. When we work together to meet these goals, we
help students achieve a lifetime of reading success.
Thank you,
Loren Tarantino
District Office Administrator (Retired)
Melissa Amerian
Classroom Teacher
Scott Sibley
Total Reader Product Manager
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Section 1:

Best Practices for Students Struggling
with Reading
In its publication Assisting Students Struggling
with Reading: Response to Intervention (RtI) and
Multi-Tier Intervention in the Primary Grades, the U.S.
Department of Education has issued five concrete
recommendations to help ensure that all primary
school students learn to read. It is important to
develop an implementation plan and then coordinate
with a building-level team to identify best practices for
each recommendation.

Recommendation 1:

•	Screen all students for potential reading problems at
the beginning of the year and again in the middle of
the year. (The What Works Clearinghouse suggests
setting up a “universal screening system” where
specific reading and reading-related skills . . . should
be assessed in screening and progress monitoring
measures at each grade level.)
• Regularly monitor the progress of all students who
are at elevated risk for reading disabilities.

Educator Comments on Recommendation 1
All students benefit from thoughtful, well-planned reading activities
designed to challenge them at their current reading level. Using a
reliable screening tool will save teachers a lot of time.
Frequently, student schedules go through adjustments during the
first week of school. This is a perfect time to assess the reading level
of every student, then establish and practice a reading routine in
the classroom.

Section 1:

BEST PRACTICES FOR STUDENTS STRUGGLING WITH READING
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Be sure to have a variety of interesting reading material available for
students to select from, and then allow students time to read every day.
Develop good habits early.

Suggestions for implementation
•
•

Teachers should use measures that are efficient, reliable, and valid.
Monitor at-risk reading and reading related-skills monthly or
even weekly in order to determine whether students are making
adequate yearly progress or need additional support.

Best Practices
Strategy for student buy-in: Tell
students why they will be taking a
reading assessment and how you
will use the results.

•

To facilitate implementation of universal screening and progress
monitoring, create a building-level team consisting of teachers,
reading specialists/teachers, and administrators.
•	Select a set of efficient screening measures that identify children at
risk for poor reading outcomes with reasonable accuracy.
•	Use benchmark assessments or growth rates (or a combination
thereof) to identify children at low, moderate, or high risk for
developing reading difficulties.
•
For K-2 teachers: Use various reading target areas, via measures
and recommended grade levels, for early screening and progress
monitoring:
•
K-Grade 1: Letter naming fluency, phoneme segmentation
(kindergarten proficiencies to be assessed are letter name
identification, phonemic awareness, and expressive and
receptive vocabulary; first grade proficiencies to be assessed
are phonemic awareness, decoding, word identification, and
text reading; the second semester of first grade adds reading
speed as a proficiency to be assessed).
•	Grade 1: Nonsense word fluency
•	Grades 1-2: Word identification, oral reading fluency (second
grade proficiencies to be assessed are word reading and
passage reading).
•	As a complement to English as a Second Language instruction,
have higher-level students (and possibly intermediate-level students
as well) work either independently or in small, homogenous group
settings in order to supplement the set classroom curriculum and
help in the monitoring of each student’s progress.
•	Screen students for their instructional reading level using a Lexile
measure and monitor their progress on a real time basis.
•	As a part of general instruction, use student and/or class data to
formulate individual and group lesson plans. Students can work
either independently or in small, homogenous group settings,
based on their assessed skills. Teachers can then adjust lesson plans
based on reading skill levels.

Web sites to support teachers
•	U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Educational Sciences:
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/pdf/practiceguides/rti_reading_pg_021809.pdf

•

Section 1:

Recommendation 1

Reading Assessments, K-12, Language Arts/English.© 2005 K12 Inc.:
http://eprcontent.k12.com/placement/placement/placement_langarts_2.html

•

“Understanding and Using Reading Assessment, K-12” by Peter
Afflerbach. International Reading Association. © 1996-2010 IRA:

•

“Hands-On Reform Leads to Big Student Gains,” by Ellen R. Delisio,
© 2009 Education World, Inc.:

http://www.educationworld.com/a_admin/admin/admin572.shtml

http://www.educationworld.com/a_admin/admin572.shtml

•	An online assessment and progress monitoring reading
intervention tool for students, teachers, administrators, and parents.
EDmin. © 1998-2008, EDmin.com:
www.totalreader.com

•

For additional resources please visit www.totalreader.com/resources

Recommendation 2:
•

Provide time for differentiated reading instruction
for all students based on assessments of students’
current reading level. (The U.S. Department of
Education’s What Works Clearinghouse states that by
using assessment data, educators can use varying
methods of reading instruction in their classrooms in
order to best serve their students’ individual learning
needs, i.e. vocabulary, decoding.)

Educator Comments on Recommendation 2
For students at different reading levels, the time spent planning a
variety of learning activities before lessons are needed will pay off huge
dividends. Design student activities for independent, as well as group
learning settings, using reading material that meets student needs.
Meet with colleagues teaching the same grade level or content area
and talk about how they are designing lessons to meet the needs of
students.
Share or exchange lesson ideas with colleagues, then meet frequently
to reflect on the results of the lessons.

Suggestions for implementation
•

Provide collaborative time for teachers to learn efficient and reliable
ways to collect and interpret reading screening data.
•
Make time for teacher training during pre-service days, summer
or off-track time, embedded professional hours/days, weekends,
or evenings.
•	Use a training-of-trainers model to provide ongoing training during
the school year.

Best Practices
•	Develop data-driven rules for providing differentiated instruction
to students at varied reading proficiency levels (e.g. gradually
introduce independent silent reading activities that focus on skills
already mastered).

Section 1:

Recommendation 2
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Strategy for student buy-in: Have
students track the progress of their
reading scores.

•	Use assessment data to identify students who would benefit from
differentiated instruction (e.g. varying time, content, and degree of
support and scaffolding based on students’ assessed skills).
•	Identify teacher-coaches, specializing in reading instruction, to work
with content area teacher.
•
Monitor at-risk reading and reading related-skills monthly, weekly,
or even daily in order to determine whether students are making
adequate progress or need additional support.
•	As a complement to English as a Second Language instruction,
have higher-level students (and possibly intermediate level students
as well) work either independently or in small, homogenous group
settings in order to supplement the set classroom curriculum.
•	Give students choices of reading passages that are at their
instructional reading level. Students can work either independently
or in small, homogenous group settings, based on their assessed
skills. Teachers can assign individual and group lessons based on
instructional reading levels of students.
•	Use student and/or class data in order to formulate individual and
group lesson plans.

Web sites to support teachers
•

“Tying Read Alouds to Standards,” by Cathy Puett Miller, © 2009
Education World, Inc.:

•

“The Book Whisperer: Inspiring Kids to Read,” by Ellen R. Delisio, ©
2009 Education World, Inc.:

•

“What Is Differentiated Instruction?” The Access Center: Improving
Outcomes for All Students K-8, U.S. Department of Education, Office
of Special Education Programs and American Institute for Research:

•

“Differentiated Reading Instruction: Small Group Alternative Lesson
Structures for All Students,” M. Kosanovich, K. Ladinsky, L. Nelson,
J. Torgesen, Florida Center for Reading Research:

•

For additional resources please visit www.totalreader.com/resources

http://www.educationworld.com/a_curr/columnists/miller/miller042.shtml

http://www.educationworld.com/a_issues/chat/chat242.shtml

http://www.k8accesscenter.org/training_resources/readingdifferentiation.asp

http://www.fcrr.org/assessment/pdf/smallgroupalternativelessonstructures.pdf

Recommendation 3:
•

Provide intensive, systematic instruction on up to
three foundational reading skills in small groups to
students who score below the benchmark score on
universal screening.

Educator Comments on Recommendation 3
To see student achievement improve and gather constructive data for
future decisions, focus on one reading skill at a time.
Use student data to determine where the reading gaps are for your
students.

Section 1:

Recommendation 2

In order to meet the needs of all your students, try designing your
reading activities around the learning modalities of your students.
You may want to design the same lesson for more than one learning
modality.
Guarantee a successful learning experience for every student,
every day!

Suggestions for implementation
•	Screen reading skills at the beginning of the school year, then
monitor skills throughout the year.
•	Use curriculum that addresses the components of reading
instruction and considers students’ needs and developmental
levels.
•
Use standard protocols, such as tutoring programs for all
students scoring below benchmark (with emphasis on
foundational skills and strategies that are essential to learning
to read).
•
Choose an intervention program or programs that are
compatible with the school’s core reading program, providing
intensive, small group instruction in three to four foundational
skills.
•
Teach and build foundational skills to mastery, incorporating
some complex reading skills.
•	Implement this program three to five times a week, for
approximately 20 to 40 minutes, depending on grade level.
•
Build skills gradually and provide a high level of teacher-student
interaction with opportunities for practice and feedback.

Strategy for student buy-in:
Demonstrate to the whole class
what each reading skill “looks and
sounds like” at the beginning and
end of the lesson.

Best Practices
•	Using small, homogenous groups, ranging from three to four
students, address the major components of reading instruction
by using curriculum. (Major components of reading instruction
include comprehension, fluency, phonemic awareness, phonics,
and vocabulary.)
•	Use a systematic approach to building reading skills. Introduce
skills first in isolation and then integrate them with other skills.
•
Provide small group reading skill practice for approximately 20 to
40 minutes, three to five days a week.
•	As a complement to English as a Second Language instruction,
have higher-level students (and possibly intermediate-level students
as well) work either independently or in small, homogenous group
settings in order to supplement the set classroom curriculum.
•	As part of supplemental instruction and/or Special Education
instruction, focus on foundational reading skills in small groups,
working with students who are below target reading levels.
Foundational reading skills include comprehension, fluency,
phonemic awareness, phonics, and vocabulary.
•
Isolate foundational skill areas where students need more intensive,
systematic instruction. Teachers can adjust lesson plans based on
reading skill levels.
•	Use student and/or class data in order to formulate individual and
group lesson plans. Students can work either independently or in
small, homogeneous group settings, based on their assessed skills.

Section 1:
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Web sites to support teachers
•

Printables and worksheets can be found here for grades K-12. ©
2001 – 2010 abcteach:

•

Worksheets that contain original stories, poems, essays, and
articles for elementary through middle school. © 1996 – 2020 RHL:

•

Worksheets and printables for various subjects for K-12
(membership provides greater access):

•

For additional resources please visit www.totalreader.com/resources

http://abcteach.com/directory/reading_comprehension

http:///www.rhlschool.com/reading.htm

http://www.teach-nology.com/worksheets/language_arts/reading_comp/

Recommendation 4:
•

•

Monitor the progress of Tier 2 students at least once
a month. (Tier 2 students are identified as “[those]
students who demonstrate problems based on
screening measures or weak progress from regular
classroom instruction.”)
These students will continue to “receive
supplemental small group reading instruction aimed
at building foundational reading skills.”

Educator Comments on Recommendation 4
Have students keep track of their own progress on a weekly basis.
Celebrate incremental success!
Some students benefit from structured reading intervention. Be
sure you know where to find the intervention resources before you
need them.
It is essential that you continue to use your core curriculum. Be sure
students understand the vocabulary used in your lesson before you
introduce the new content.
Frequent progress monitoring is essential. Try using cues and questions
during your lesson. Do not wait until the end of the learning activity to
check for understanding.

Suggestions for implementation
•	Schools should establish a schedule to assist Tier 2 students at least
monthly through the following steps:
•
Reassigning students who have not met benchmarks
•
Graphing students’ progress in reading in a reliable fashion
•
Regrouping students who need continued instructional support

Best Practices
•	Use grade appropriate measures to monitor progress of Tier 2 students
on a regular basis (at least eight times during the school year).

Section 1:

Recommendation 4

Strategy for student buy-in: With
the help of the student, develop a
reading improvement calendar
customized for the intervention.

•

While providing Tier 2 intervention, use progress monitoring and
formative assessment data to identify students needing additional
instruction. According to research, “providing teachers with
graphic displays of students’ scores on formative assessments was
associated with a 26 percentile point gain in achievement . . . when
students track their own progress on assessments using graphic
displays, the gains are even higher . . . a 32 percentile point gain in
their achievement.”
•	Use progress monitoring or formative assessment data to regroup
Tier 2 students approximately every six weeks.
•	As a complement to English as a Second Language instruction,
have higher-level (and possibly intermediate) students work either
independently or in small, homogenous group settings in order to
supplement the set classroom curriculum.
•	As part of supplemental instruction and/or Special Education
instruction, focus on foundational reading skills in small groups,
working with students who are below target reading levels.
Foundational reading skills include comprehension, fluency,
phonemic awareness, phonics, and vocabulary.
•
Monitor students on a rolling basis so that teachers can group
similar reading levels together for small group instruction.
•	As a part of general instruction, use student and/or class data in
order to formulate individual and group lesson plans.

Web sites to support teachers
•

The Reading Rockets Project, © 2010 WETA Washington, DC.:

•

“Monitoring Student Reading Progress on a Frequent Basis”:

•

Progress monitoring templates can be found here. © 1996 – 2009,
Maryland State Department of Education:

•

For additional resources please visit www.totalreader.com/resources

http://www.readingrockets.org

http://pic.mpls.k12.mn.us/sites/97711090-59b5-4f98-964e-932ab29cf5bel/
uploads/progress_monitor.pdf

http://mdk12.org/data/progress/developing/m4w2/pr2/index.html

Recommendation 5:
•

Provide intensive instruction on a daily basis
that promotes the development of the various
components of reading proficiency to students who
show minimal progress after reasonable time in
[Tier 2] small group instruction.

Educator Comments on Recommendation 5
Identify the learning goal for each lesson. Remind students daily what
those goals are. Scaffold the lesson using prior knowledge.
Have students keep track of the learning goals and their progress.
Break your lesson into measurable portions for small group discussion.

Section 1:
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Practice the new skill frequently during the lesson. Repeat, re-teach,
and reinforce the skills daily.

Suggestions for implementation
•	Use one-on-one or small group instruction so students have more
opportunities to respond, specifically:
•
To review and strengthen reading skills
•
To emphasize a specific skill

Best Practices
Strategy for student buy-in: Ensure
students experience success every
day and tell the student what they
did well.

•	Implement instruction that focuses on a small but targeted set of
reading skills.
•	Adjust the overall lesson pace:
•	Schedule multiple and extended instructional sessions daily.
•	Include opportunities for extensive practice and high quality
feedback with one-on-one instruction (or small, homogenous
groups).
•
Plan and individualize Tier 3 instruction using input from a
school-based Response to Intervention team, keeping in mind:
•	Students with learning disabilities must have carefully
scaffolded instruction.
•
Material-supports play a role in individualizing student learning,
including the following:
•	Graphic organizers
• Procedural facilitators
• Concrete manipulatives
•
Teach spelling because this promotes reading in struggling readers.
•	Ensure that Tier 3 students master a reading skill on strategy before
moving on.
•	Use one-on-one or small group instruction so students have more
opportunities to respond. One-on-one instruction includes:
•	Giving students feedback based on their individual responses
•
Teaching students to mastery, based on individual learning
progress
•	Assess student progress over time to identify the need for
additional reading intervention and/or more personalized and
intensive instruction or possible special education services.
•	As part of supplemental instruction and/or Special Education
instruction, focus on foundational reading skills in small groups,
working with students who are below target reading levels.
Foundational reading skills include comprehension, fluency,
phonemic awareness, phonics, and vocabulary.

Web sites to support teachers
•

The University of Texas at Austin, Establishing an Intensive Reading
and Writing Program for Secondary Students (Revised):
www.meadowscenter.org/vgc/materials/secondary_intensive.asp

•

Section 1:
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Section 2:

HOW TO IMPLEMENT BEST PRACTICES USING
TOTAL READERTM
The Clearinghouse recommendations in this
Guide suggest that screening, monitoring, and
differentiated instruction are needed to serve
individual learning needs. Yet educators don’t
always have a source of timely feedback to inform
instruction.

IN THIS SECTION:
•	Reading Group Management
and Monitoring
•	Online Scaled Practice Tool
•	Using Total Reader as
a Flagging Tool (Early
Warning) for Reading
Intervention
•

Total ReaderTM provides that feedback in a
multi-faceted assessment program aligned to
the U.S. Department of Education intervention
recommendations outlined in this guide.
How Total Reader works is simple:
•	Initial Screening
Student reading ability is measured with the scientifically-proven
Lexile scale used by the major achievement tests. (To carry out
Recommendation #1)
•

Total Reader Translates
into Reading Skills in
the Workplace

•	For Parents: What You
Can Do to Help Your Child
Be Successful

Monitoring Continued Practice and Motivating Progress
Students get a new Lexile score as they finish each reading
passage, so monitoring is continual. The practice passages keep
pace with student growth, always providing reading that fits.
(To carry out Recommendations #1 and #4 and in support of
Recommendations #2, #3, and #5)
For students, watching their scores grow in “real time” is powerfully
motivating, as is the online format.

•

Reports
Individual and class reports give educators actionable data for
informing instruction. (For data to support implementation of
Recommendations #2, #3, #4, and #5.)

Section 2:

HOW TO IMPLEMENT BEST PRACTICES USING TOTAL READER
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Please read on to discover the practical ways that Total Reader
supports implementation of the recommendations and a
measurable difference in reading progress.

•	Reading Group Management and Monitoring
Reading Group Management

Lexile scores (provided regularly by Total Reader via individual and
class reports) are a great tool to help establish reading groups.

“Total Reader is more than just
an assessment and remedial tool.
Total Reader provides the ability
for me to see student progress,
pinpoint reading difficulties,
assess fluency, and provide
accountability. Total Reader is
excellent at promoting careful
reading and using content and
context to achieve meaning. It
builds and strengthens vocabulary.
The reports and graphs also
provide a visual incentive for
students to compete against
themselves. In Total Reader you
have a wonderful product!”
Nancy Coleman
Reading Specialist
Hayes Middle School
Michigan

•	Assign students to small reading groups (4-6 students) on a
consistent basis (e.g. daily, biweekly).
• Vary group time, content, and degree of support and scaffolding
based on groups’ assessed skills.
•	Structure cooperative learning groups so that each student is
individually accountable for mastery of the content as well as the
performance of all group members.
• Teach students the characteristics and expected behaviors of each
group role before assigning students into learning groups.

Homogenous groups
•	Organize students in homogenous groups, according to similar
Lexile scores, in order for those students to practice weaker
reading-related skills together.
•	In a homogenous group, have students share the responsibility
for leadership and other group roles. Have students take turns
“leading” or “facilitating” different activities or sections of the
assigned lesson.
Diverse groups
•	Organize students in diverse groups, according to varied Lexile
scores (varied proficiencies) in order to assist struggling readers
by having more proficient readers as “model” readers.
•	In a diverse group, have a more proficient reader “lead” or
“facilitate” the group activity.
Oral fluency
•	Assign a reading that pertains to passages students are familiar
with (i.e. same author, same titles, same genre) to practice oral
reading fluency.
Reinforcement of lessons
•	Attach a lesson (e.g. vocabulary activity, discussion questions,
mini group project) that corresponds to the reading passage(s)
to complement the set classroom curriculum and to reinforce
foundational reading skills (reading comprehension, fluency,
phonemic awareness, phonics, and vocabulary).
•	Adjust lesson plans based on reading level skills of individual
students or student groups.

Monitoring
•
•

Section 2:

Monitor reading and reading-related skills daily, weekly, or monthly.
Monitor the progress of students as frequently as needed, based
on the requirements of the teacher, department, school site, district,

Reading Group Management and Monitoring

state, or federal mandates.

“Total Reader is a highly useful
tool in both informing instructional
practices as well as tying students’
daily reading experiences to the
year end high stakes assessments.”
Marie Sweeney
Reading Specialist
Hartley Elementary School
Portland, Oregon

Why monitor student progress?
• Monitoring helps to determine whether students are making
adequate progress.
• Monitoring helps to determine whether students need
additional support (e.g. supplemental classroom or at-home
assignments, reading specialist intervention, or tutoring).
• Teachers can adjust reading groups (regrouping) based on
progress monitoring.
•	Statistics have shown that students who monitor their own
progress increase their achievement.
What to monitor?
Teachers can view student progress using the Total Reader reports
based on:
• Current Lexile level (CL)
• Reading ranges (easy, targeted, instructional)
•	Lexile progress (over the course of the school year)
• Total Reader usage (based on a rolling 12-week period)
•	Lexile history (the ten most recent Lexile measures and
dates achieved)
• Passage history (the ten most recent passages, citing the passage
title I.D., passage title, questions correct/possible, percentage
correct, passage Lexile measure, genre, and date taken)

•	Online Scaled Practice Tool

“My administration team is quite
impressed with the data we are
getting from Total Reader and
the accessibility of this data. The
reports allow me to look at the
data in many ways. I can see this
becoming a valuable tool for my
district. Kudos to you guys!”
Ellen Repstad
District Administrator
Mt. Abraham Union High
School
Vermont

•	Use Total Reader as an online practice tool beginning in the third
grade and continuing into college.
•	Students can access more than 4,000 fiction and nonfiction
passages that are not only designed for every reading level but are
age-appropriate.
• Total Reader tracks each individual student’s progress for a rolling
12-week period and provides immediate, “real time” feedback to
students, boosting their confidence, while keeping information
easily accessible and beautifully organized for students, teachers,
administrators, and parents.
For students, Total Reader provides:
•	A daily practice tool
•	Screening and monitoring that returns a Lexile score based on
the student’s instructional reading level
• The ability to choose their reading topics
•	Easy-to-read individual reports that display:
• Current Lexile level (CL)
• Reading ranges (based on three different ranges – easy,
targeted, and instructional)
•	Lexile progress (over the course of the school year)
• Total Reader usage (based on a rolling 12-week period)
•	Lexile history (the ten most recent Lexile measures and the
dates achieved)
• Passage history (the ten most recent passages, citing the

Section 2:
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title, questions correct/possible, percentage correct, passage
Lexile measure, genre, and date taken).
For teachers and administrators, Total Reader provides:
•	A monitoring tool that can be used on a daily basis to track
student or class progress on reading and reading related skills
•	An intervention management tool to inform curriculum and
learning activity development for individual students or
cooperative learning groups (i.e. reading groups, supplemental
assignments for struggling readers)
• Varied, easy-to-read reports
• Targeted Reading Report (displays suggested reading ranges
based on students’ current Lexile measures and displays
recommended readings based on three different ranges –
easy, targeted, and instructional)
• Class Report
• Course Report
•	Section Report
•	Student Record Report (select a student)
• Monthly Usage Chart (select a student)
•	Lexile Progress Chart (select a student)
•	A way to engage parents in dialogue regarding the learning
goals and progress of their students

•	Using Total Reader as a Flagging Tool (Early
Warning) for Reading Intervention

“Total Reader gives us the
opportunity to develop both a
comprehensive data collection
system and related insight into the
minds of our struggling readers.
Furthermore, our students become
extremely motivated and excited
to read when they see their Lexile
measures. Total Reader is a great
tool to use for reluctant readers!
Not only is the tool exceptional, but
the customer service is impeccable.
The program has been a win-win
situation for both our students as
well as our budget!”
Lauren Ellis
Director of Special 		
Education
Estacada High School
Estacada, Oregon

Section 2:

For all students:
• Total Reader helps teachers work with students to develop
learning goals and then monitor student progress.
• Total Reader helps teachers identify the weaker foundational
reading skills of a class so they can divide lessons in smaller,
measurable portions for small group discussion.
• Total Reader helps with scaffolding lessons.
For the General Ed population:
• Teachers can use student, class, or course data in order to
formulate individual and group lesson plans to strengthen
foundational reading skills. (Total Reader is not a substitute for
the English as a Second Language acquisition program, but
rather a complement to ESL classroom instruction.)
• Teachers can use student data in order to adjust lesson plans for
individual students or group lesson plans.
For the English as a Second Language population:
Total Reader is not a substitute for the English as a Second
Language acquisition program, but rather a complement to ESL
classroom instruction.
•	As a complement to English as a Second Language instruction,
higher-level students (and possibly intermediate students)
who are below target reading levels can focus on foundational
reading skills and work either independently or in small groups
(homogenous or diverse).
• Total Reader is an excellent way for a higher-level (and

Using Total Reader as a Flagging Tool (Early Warning) for Reading Intervention

•

possibly intermediate) English language learner to focus on
vocabulary building.
Total Reader can also be used as an oral fluency tool for higherlevel (and possibly intermediate) ESL students by having
students read aloud passages once all the cloze items have
been selected. This is also a helpful way for students to practice
reading comprehension and gain insight on syntax.

For the Special Education population:
•	As part of supplemental instruction and/or Special Education
instruction, students who are below target reading levels
can focus on foundational reading skills and work either
independently or in small groups (homogenous or diverse), in
order to complement the set classroom instruction and guide
teachers in making any modifications necessary for Special
Education students.
•	Special Education students can use Total Reader without
pressure of being timed or “keeping pace” with other students
because they can go at their own pace.
•	Use printable reports for monitoring progress on Individual
Education Plans and assisting in 504 meetings.

• Total Reader Translates into Reading Skills in
the Workplace
“When I was first introduced to
Total Reader two years ago, I was
thrilled to find an interactive
online learning resource that
would provide my students with
a reading diagnostic and regular
practice utilizing the time-tested
cloze procedure, one that I knew to
stimulate active reading strategies
and improve comprehension.
Furthermore, measuring adult
students’ reading levels in Lexiles
(not grade levels) and matching
them with outside research articles
or books for pleasure reading at
their reading level was another first
for mature learners. Finally, the
ability for students, faculty, and
administrators to track reading
improvement throughout the
semester, watching their Lexiles
rise with practice, made this site an
unheard of resource in the college
setting and one I was determined to
bring to my campus.”
Inna Newbury
Professor of Reading
El Camino College

Most elementary, middle school, high school, and college students are
computer savvy. Many know their way around the Internet. However,
most of that computer use is time spent playing games, surfing the
Internet, and using social media Web sites such as MySpace and
Facebook.
As parents and educators, we would rather our children and students’
computer use be educationally based, with emphasis on real life skills.
Total Reader brings the component of life skills to use as a practical,
success-proven, data-driven program that is easy to use and prepares
them for computer use within the workplace.
With Total Reader, students learn life skills. For example, they can:
•	Access a wide variety of passages, both fiction and nonfiction
• Practice their reading and reading skills using a computer
• View their progress in charts and graphs
• Refer to their Lexile and passage history
•	Learn about topics that interest them (i.e. animals, sports,
science, business)
•	Link to other educational Web sites for suggested readings
•	Search for books to read based on diverse criteria such as title,
author, keywords, publisher, or even language
•	Learn about reading-level requirements for entry-level jobs
•	Set goals for themselves through the targeted reading ranges
• Challenge themselves to improve reading vocabulary
and comprehension
• Have the potential to become stronger, more confident readers

Section 2:
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•

Have the potential to become more comfortable and
independent using technology, ultimately preparing them for
the workplace setting

•	For Parents: What You Can Do to Help Your Child
Be Successful
•

“My middle child, a third grader,
has had academic issues, especially
with reading. However, this year
he has made tremendous progress.
In a recent parent conference his
teacher gave most of the credit to
Total Reader. Since using Total
Reader late last fall he has jumped
over 350 Lexiles and it shows
in his other school work. Most
importantly for me, he enjoys
reading now. It used to be a fight to
get him to read anything! I like and
understand the research behind
Lexiles, but from my experience
HOW the scores are generated is
very important. My son’s teacher
now uses Total Reader for her own
tenth grade son.”
Al Solano
Director of Federal 		
Programs
Santa Monica Community
College and El Camino
Community College

Section 2:

Provide a quiet, comfortable, well-lit space for your child to do
homework and study.
• Have a set time each day dedicated to your child’s homework
and practice.
•	Assist your child with challenging work, but encourage
independence and self-study.
•	Eliminate distractions (i.e. television, radio, other siblings) to help
your child to concentrate and focus.
• Help your child schedule study time for assignments, tests,
and projects.
• Help your child establish, monitor, and achieve his/her academic
goals.
•	Use positive reinforcement (i.e. rewards, praise).
• Follow your child’s Total Reader progress by viewing reports.
• Know your child’s Lexile score and make sure they have books at
their targeted and instructional levels (the latter, to challenge them).
• Take your child to the bookstore, public library, and to various
educational Web sites on the Internet to find appropriate
reading material.
• Foster those skills that are important in the workplace (i.e. initiative,
problem-solving, communication, writing skills).

For Parents: What You Can Do to Help Your Child Be Successful

Section 3:

HOW TO use TOTAL READERTM
GET IN THE “ZONE”!
Total Reader™ combines reading practice and
assessment in an online format that is very easy to
use.
The Total Reader library has more than 4,000
differentiated “testlets” or passages from a wealth
of fiction and nonfiction sources, organized by topic.
Students get to choose what they want to read.
Throughout each passage, students find numbered
blanks or “cloze” items. They choose the best words to
fill in the blanks. As students complete the passages,
Total Reader displays a reading score based on the
Lexile Framework® for Reading.
Getting started is easy--no special training is required.
Here’s a brief tour of the student experience.
INITIAL SCREENING
PASSAGE SELECTION
PASSAGE COMPLETION
SCORING & MONITORING
REPORTS
SUGGESTED BOOK LISTS

Section 3:
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INITIAL SCREENING
“I have been using Total Reader
with my fourth grade reading class
for four months. These students
are in the “intensive” reading level
and are all below grade level.
The results thus far have been
impressive. Reading scores have
increased and students have been
motivated to WANT to read. This
has led to a significant change
in behaviors around reading. In
working with students at this level,
the behaviors can often be more of a
challenge than reading instruction.
Total Reader has been a wonderful
tool to help with this change.”
Scott Wisenburg
Teacher
Birmingham School District

Two-step initial screening process:
•	Students complete a five-paragraph diagnostic created for Total
Reader by MetaMetrics, the company that developed the Lexile
Scale, containing one cloze* item per paragraph.
•	Students complete approximately 6-8 passages, until they have
completed 45 cloze items total. Total Reader then has enough data
to determine their initial Lexile measure. The additional passages
can be done in as little as an hour.
*Cloze: A technique that utilizes deleted words from a passage where
a word or words can be inserted to construct and complete meaning
from the text (fill-in-the-blanks).

PASSAGE SELECTION
The 4,000 passages in the Total Reader library include short stories,
magazine and newspaper articles, and excerpts from novels and
nonfiction books. The Total Reader library offers selections that are age
and reading level appropriate. Students choose a passage based on
their own interests.
•	Students click the buttons at the top to choose fiction or nonfiction.
• They browse to a topic they are interested in reading.

Section 3:

Initial Screening

What are parents saying about
Total Reader?

•	After they click on a title, they see a brief introduction to the
passage.
• They click to read the passage or they can select another story.

“I love Total Reader. I now know my
son can go on the Internet at home
and he will be productive. He loves
doing Total Reader at home.”
“My daughter is excited about
reading and her sisters and
brothers want to participate in
Total Reader.”
“I can already see the changes in
his reading.”

PASSAGE COMPLETION
“I like Total Reader because after
I read one of the books (passages)
I selected I get a score and I like to
know what level I am on and where
I am in the reading levels!”
Fourth Grade Student
Bird Rock Elementary
San Diego, California

There are two interfaces, one for younger students and one for older
students. Both formats work the same way but are age appropriate.
•	As students read, they fill in the cloze items (blanks) embedded
within the passage.
• They are prompted to choose the word that best completes the
sentence from four choices offered at the bottom of the screen.
•	Since there is no time limit, students fill in the blanks at their own
pace. However, Total Reader does not score or record incomplete
passages. Students may not return to the same passage once they
exit the session.

Section 3:

Passage Selection
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Format for elementary school students

Format for middle school students and above

Section 3:

Passage Selection

SCORING & MONITORING
“I like to fill in the words because
you have to understand the words
and the storyboard!”
Fourth Grade Student
Bird Rock Elementary
San Diego, California

Total Reader establishes an initial reading score based on the number
of correct answers, using a scoring process that combines prior
information with current data.
•

The initial reading score displays after students have completed the
diagnostic and approximately 6-8 more passages.
•	Scores are updated after completion of each passage.
•	Access to passages in the optimal Lexile range automatically
adjusts as the reading score changes. (Please see page 28 for more
information about The Lexile Framework® for Reading.)

REPORTS
Total Reader provides students and teachers multiple reports to track
student progress and program usage. Key information from a sample
Student Record Report appears below.
•
•

Total Reader automatically updates scores in real time and tracks
the number of times a student uses the program.
The results appear on both the Student Record and teacher/admin
reports.

Section 3:

Scoring & Monitoring
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“The reports provided by Total
Reader allow me to use real-time
data to organize reading groups by
reading level and identify textbooks
and reading materials based on the
Lexile scores of the students and the
text Lexile levels of the books. Total
Reader is a huge asset to have in
the lesson planning process!”
Sandra Sibley
Teacher
Bird Rock Elementary
San Diego, California

•	A full Student Record Report displays Lexile history, recent
passages taken, the number correct, and more.
•	A sample Student Record Report appears below. It is available to
both students and teachers.

•	A sample Class Report appears below. It is one of several types
of reports available to teachers and administrators. A Class
Report provides the teacher with information about each student in
the class.

Section 3:
Reports

SUGGESTED BOOK LISTS
“I like Total Reader because I can
choose books that are interesting
to me!”
First Grade Student
Bird Rock Elementary
San Diego, California

Total Reader offers personalized suggested reading lists. Teachers have
access to each student’s reading list.
•	Students see a reading list based on their specific instructional
reading range, as determined by their Lexile measure.
•	Using the “Find a Book” Web site link, students and teachers can
search by topic for additional books in a specific Lexile range.

Section 3:

Suggested Book Lists
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Section 4:

WHAT IF TRACKING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
WAS THE EASIEST PART OF YOUR DAY?
Your students’ success is your first concern—it always
has been. You know that measuring performance and
having access to powerful information for just-intime intervention is critical to advancing achievement.
To instruct effectively, you need to know what’s
working and what’s not. It seems so simple, but
data management tools available to you may not be
working that well.
So it may be surprising to learn that there is a way to
get easy access to actionable data.

The INFORM® Learning System is
eligible for virtually any funding
initiative, including the Race to
the Top.

EDmin, the company that provides Total Reader, offers
an integrated solution that easily and affordably
guides data-driven instruction. EDmin’s solution, the
INFORM® Learning System, it is a web-based academic
data warehouse with integrated assessment and
reporting tools. Since it is an open platform solution, it
also integrates easily with any existing data systems,
creating a complete yet flexible system to bring timely
data to
the classroom.
Because you receive immediate feedback and access
to appropriate resources, you have precise ways to
target instruction. The system gives you access to a
full suite of capabilities:

Section 4:
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•

Assessment:
Student performance measurement is easily managed, using
standards-aligned formative and summative assessments that can
be scored immediately and delivered to your desktop. You have
access to the ETS® Formative Assessment Item Bank, containing
more than 60,000 items aligned to state standards.

•

Reporting:
Analytics allow you to individualize instruction and group students
by proficiency levels. Timely reports provide the opportunity for
intervention and development of individual academic improvement
plans throughout the year—not during high-stakes testing when it’s
too late to make changes. Dashboard, tabular, or graphical reports
display longitudinal, comparative, and predictive data, with trends
analysis functionality.

•

Resources:
More than 1 million content standards with aligned resources
give you the tools to determine effective lesson plans. An easily
searchable online database enables you to locate instructional
resources already vetted by educational experts.

•

Community:
You don’t have to go it alone. Administrators, teachers, and parents
can communicate more effectively, keeping all stakeholders
informed and on the same page. You have access to both local
and global communities where you can discuss challenges, pose
questions, and share best practices.

In addition, the INFORM® Learning System provides professional
development tools to identify and track professional development
opportunities aligned to standards.
For more information about the INFORM® Learning System, please
visit www.edmin.com.

ABOUT EDMIN
EDmin is a longtime leader in providing learning and accountability
solutions for K-20 education. The company has worked with schools
and districts of all sizes for 20 years and now serves nearly 5 million
users in all 50 states and the international market.
The company’s flagship product is the INFORM® Learning System. Total
Reader may be included in the INFORM® Learning System suite, or as
a stand-alone application. The EDmin family also includes Education
World®, SchoolNotes®, SchoolNomicsTM, IDMS® Test BuilderTM, EdGate®
Correlation Services, and Curriculum Matrix®.
EDmin is committed to providing an affordable, complete system
that educators can trust to accurately measure student progress and
improve instruction.
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A Look at Lexiles
The Lexile Framework® for Reading measures
readers and text on the same scale. Developed
by MetaMetrics, Inc., this scientifically-based
approach allows educators to match reader ability
to text difficulty at a level that will be appropriately
challenging to improve reading skills.
Lexile measures can also be used to monitor progress,
establish reading groups, target instruction, support
RtI, and set goals.
Lexile measures are the most widely adopted reading
gauge in use today. In 21 states, the state assessments
report Lexile measures, and Lexile measures are used
on the SAT, ACT, GRE, CPA, and many other exams.
Reading Ranges

For individual students, Total Reader recommends a “targeted reading
range” (the suggested range of Lexiles at which students should be
reading), plus two additional difficulty ranges. These three difficulty
ranges help teachers guide students to appropriate reading materials,
depending on the specific reading task. The three ranges are:
Easy (from current Lexile: -100L to -200L)
Targeted (from current Lexile: -100L to +50L)
Instructional (from current Lexile: +50L to +150L)

Reading Groups

Total Reader sorts students into three reading groups:
•	Advanced
• Proficient
•	Needs Intervention

Reading group assignment is based on grade and Lexile ranges, as
determined by a MetaMetrics, Inc. study.
These recommendations are intended to help teachers guide students
to appropriate reading materials and textbooks depending on the
specific task. Lexiles take the guesswork out of selecting reading
materials and textbooks that meet and challenge a student’s ability.

SETTING GOALS

Ongoing Lexile assessment provides the data needed for goal setting
and real-time decisions about instruction. Individually, students can set
goals of improving their reading comprehension. Educators can also
set goals for their classrooms, schools, and districts.

Grade

Reader Measures

Text Measures

(Interquartile Range, Mid-Year)

(From the Lexile Map)

25th-75th percentile

25th-75th percentile

1

Up to 300L

200L to 400L

2

140L to 500L

300L to 500L

3

330L to 700L

500L to 700L

4

445L to 810L

650L to 850L

5

565L to 910L

750L to 950L

6

665L to 1000L

850L to 1050L

7

735L to 1065L

950L to 1075L

8

805L to 1100L

1000L to 1100L

9

855L to 1165L

1050L to 1150L

10

905L to 1195L

1100L to 1200L

11-12

940L to 1210L

1100L to 1300L

Source: MetaMetrics, Inc.
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“An invaluable road map
that will save time and make
it easier to administer
reading instruction.”

www.TotalReader.com

Total Reader’s
What Works
Reading Guide v1.0

Barbara McDonald
Teacher
Bird Rock Elementary
San Diego, California

A handy reference
guide to help you
transform reading
instruction!

Here’s what you’ll find inside:
• Evidence-based recommendations for reading
instruction from the government’s What Works
Clearinghouse
• Ideas from educators for implementing differentiated
reading instruction
• Best practices for reading group management and
monitoring, including different ways to structure
reading groups
• Tips that you can give to parents
• Web sites that support teachers with reading
instruction

